
Solo Banana Retreat - Day 6 (Full Day) 
 

 

 

 

 

Woke up this morning at 9 15 am stretched for a sec, sat for 5 min then had to go pee 

so decided to pack my stuff for the bathroom. 

 

During my time there stood in front of the mirror for 15/20 minutes and just got in 

touch with what it is that I am rather than being consumed by thoughts. Always for 

some reason in bathrooms noticed that there is this hope in the background that 

nobody comes in, not sure why this is and if everyone feels this, but it's weird so 

that is why decided to stand there so long and get in touch with the moment and just 

melted that mind pattern away. Nobody ended up coming in after all the time so 

eventually just headed back.  

 

Made a smoothie, brushed my teeth, took a poop, and charged my phone and went back to 

the site. 

 

When got back grabbed the canoe chair and did a sit, but first drank the 3 banana 

smoothie 

 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #1 - 1 hr (Top of dune overlooking the forest) 

 

During this sit focused on being super aware of any time the mind tries to add to 
reality. Like if a sound is heard is it labeling what is making the sound or can it 
just be the space for the sound to be. 
Still was getting caught up in mind stuff occasionally but was way quicker to come 
back to actuality and that is just whatever is beyond additions. There is no need to 
label it and define it as something, but rather experience it in the direct moment as 
fully as possible. 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
Banana Feel Check  
 

Feel a lot better this morning then I did last night. Just the stomach was a bit 

upset and needed to fart a lot. Went to the bathroom this morning and am feeling  

No major cravings or headaches. Have good energy, am physically good, mentally good, 

emotionally good. Only issue is that the rest of the bananas still have a little tint 

of green. Lucky it’s sunny again and leaving some out to hopefully ripen quicker. 

 

Packed up my stuff and headed to the beach to do a yoga session 

 

 

 

 

O 

1 hr 30 min – (Yoga at the beach) 

 

It was a lot warmer it seemed today, the sun was feeling strong which was nice but 
also more challenging to do yoga in. Felt fairly present during the whole sessions 
with occasional moments of getting caught up in some mind story. Kept bringing it 
back by going deeper into the pose, really being conscious of what is being felt and 
breathing in deeply and exhaling as well.  
 
*Realization*  
During yoga one thing that came up for some time was this realization that happiness 
in life comes from the fact of existing, it's just amazing that anything exists and 
that you get to explore things which interest your being is what brings happiness. 

 
End of yoga. 

O 

 

 
 

 

Ate a banana after doing yoga and felt a bit pooped and the clouds were getting 

really dark so decided to head back to the site and ate a banana and started 

journaling this entry. 



 

 

 
 
 
Banana Feel Check 
 

Am feeling a bit tired but just did a long hike to go get to the beach, then did 

yoga, and then the hike back so not really that surprised. Also the sun was strong so 

it just feels like when you go to the beach and then come back you usually feel quite 

tired. Body feels good, stomach feels good. Still not getting annoyed that just 

having bananas. 

 

At the beach when drank some water with lemon after yoga it tasted like ice tea Haha 

so delicious. 

 

Decided to do a sit  

 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #2 - 40 min (Sit in Tent looking out) 

 

*spine opening* 
 
Started off like a nice sit in the beginning felt focused and alert. Then it started 
raining and the mind started wondering and thinking about all sorts of things with 
the rain, ex. Is the tarp okay? Will the tent get wet? And over and over and over it 
went. This is why the tarp was put up in the first place when am putting up the tent. 
It’s for times like this and when go to the site from yoga put everything away as 
well. So just observed the madness of the mind and continued to sit. 
 
Eventually felt some sensation in the spine (this used to happen a lot in the past) 
so just sat straight and tilted the head up a bit and started allowing breath to go 
deep in and out and really was aware of posture. Closed eyes and just kept awareness 
there and kept feeling energy moving up the spine from the bottom open. Like there 
was blockages and it was telling me to do certain things like breathing deep and 
tilting the head so that it can clear itself. At the end of the sit move head to 
sides and forward. Now feel like this channel is open and just feel rejuvenated. Feel 
cleared and very present. 
 



Not exactly sure what this is but just feels as if it just happens and the spine 
needs to be opened. 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 

After the sit, decided to take a rest for a bit in the tent. Didn’t really fall 

asleep just kind of laid there looking outside. 

 

Prepared my stuff and headed over to take a shower and make a smoothie. 

 

During the shower focused on being the observer, the awareness of the total 

experience.  

 

After the shower went to grab my phone charger from the bathroom and then just stood 

in front of the mirror observing the human and asking deep questions like is this me? 

Who is me? Am I the one seeing all of this or the entity that's just standing in 

front of the mirror? 

 

It seems like that's what we are ultimately, the awareness that witnesses all, not in 

a judging way but with total compassion for anything that is happening, not biased or 

attached, but just totally aware. 

 

On the way back decided to stop by the water as the walk to the washroom is right by 

the dunes next to the water. Sat at the top of one, took the smoothie out and 

continued to just be the awareness of the experience. Drank the 3 banana smoothie. 

 

Came back to the site and there was a raccoon tearing through my banana peel garbage 

bag.  Had a bunch of bananas laying on the table but it didn’t seem to thrilled by 

the bananas (probably thinking damn monkey lives here) 

It sniffed around the tent and then just scouted off into the woods. 

 

This is the 5th day of eating bananas 

 

 
Banana Feel Check 
 

Actually just a couple of minutes drank that smoothie and focused on being the 

awareness and still enjoyed it. A though came up of when Neo leaves the matrix and 

they are all eating that goop. Although this isn’t like that cause yes this is all 

an illusion, but outside of it isn’t some dark grim world its nothingness, which is 



everything so technically it's no different than what is being experienced here. It's 

a total mind fuck! 

On a less deep note, mind is working, emotionally feel good, physically look good 

(depends who's looking though haha) 

Stomach feels decent, kind of full now since just drank that smoothie.  

 

 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #3 - 55 min sit (Mystical tree) 

 

*deep awareness moment* 
 
Dont really know what happened but tilted head back said I surrender and allow myself 
to be a channel for higher intelligence to shine through and after some time sitting 
like that became hyper aware of everything. Started staring at hands, tree, grass, 
pine cone and didn’t have any thoughts, but just was amazed what exists. Didn’t 
even feel like I was there, but instead just the consciousness in each item. 
This has happened before, but not too often lately. 
Seems like one has to allow intelligence to come in and first have to open the portal 
(spine perhaps, tilt head back, breath, surrender, and allow) 
Not really sure how to explain this but life just becomes so vibrant and you seem to 
disappear, probably because you (mind you) disappears life can just be see actually. 
 
Still am feeling this vibrational field, this static type peaceful noise. In the 
distance is the self. 
 
Am extremely grateful for this moment but also dont want to be hung up on this 
because life is at every moment no just this one. 

 
End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 
 

Went after to the dunes by the water and watched the sunset. 

 



O 

Sit # 4 - 50 min (Sunset sit) 

 

Used this sit to contemplate my physical life. The living situation, work, business, 
relationships, etc. Allowed myself to go through all those, but still with a sense of 
awareness of the totality. It's very easy to get stuck and down when thinking about 
certain parts of our lives but when you come to it with a higher awareness it's a lot 
easier to put it in the grand scheme of things and not to hung up that things aren't 
exactly as one wished they would be. Also, life is better a surprise because if 
everything was the way you wanted to be it would be you living with all robots doing 
everything you asked them and wishing there were some surprises in life because 
telling something or someone to do something without their resistance or their style 
or flair would be a total nightmare. It would get so boring very quickly 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 

Came back and started the fire and ate 2 bananas 

 

Just before decided to go to sleep the two girls in the site next door started 

screaming at each other. Eventually it stopped and then started up again. Realized at 

that moment how amazing life is and that it's a show that unfolds itself in a myriad 

of ways. Have to become the awareness or else you are stuck in a self that is taking 

sides, wanting it to be over, or whatever else. 

 

 

end of day 6 

 


